To characterize the temporal and spatial parameters of gamma activity evoked by visual stimuli in areas V1 and V4 of the monkey cortex, we recorded the electrocorticogram (ECoG) with an implanted array of 28 and 31 subdural electrodes placed over the surface of the operculum in two anesthetized monkeys. This intermediate level of recordings should help to bridge the gap between multiunit and scalp recordings. Both averaged and single-trial responses to small flashed stimuli, for which we varied the retinotopic position, the luminance and the color, were analyzed in the time-frequency domain using a wavelet-based decomposition of the signal. Large gamma oscillations (40-55 Hz), not phase locked to stimulus onset, were observed during the whole stimulus presentation, whereas visual evoked potentials (VEPs) were present mainly at stimulus onset and offset. Cortical mapping showed that both activities were restricted in spatial extent and followed the retinotopic organization of area V1 on the operculum, thus strongly suggesting they were generated in the underlying cortex. Oscillatory burst detection in single trials showed that one to two bursts lasting from 100 ms to 500 ms occurred in the first 500 ms following stimulus onset, and that bursts occurring during the subsequent phases of the response had a smaller amplitude and duration. Finally, we showed that gamma activity was stronger with higher luminances and for red than for green, yellow, or white stimuli of same luminance. In one animal we recorded gamma activity over area V4. This was of lower magnitude than the activity recorded over V1 and was delayed by 40 ms with respect to the beginning of gamma activity in V1, in contrast with the VEPs that were delayed by 20 ms only. Both gamma oscillations and early VEP followed the retinotopic organization of V4 over the prelunate gyrus. The results show that gamma oscillations are dependent upon the same parameters as the VEPs (retinotopic position, luminance, and color). However, the differences in the time course of VEPs and gamma activity (transient vs. sustained) suggests that these two responses may reflect different cell populations, different networks, or different firing modes.
Introduction
In the last decade, much attention has been paid to oscillatory synchronization in the visual system, as a possible solution to the binding problem (Gray, 1999; Singer, 1999) : neurons responding to different parts of the same object would synchronize their discharges on an oscillatory mode in the gamma range (20-100 Hz).
Oscillatory synchronization is more likely to be best observed in population signals such as local field potentials (LFPs), since this type of signal reflects the coordinated activity of a small neural ensemble. Indeed, long before any functional relevance of temporal coding was put forward, prominent oscillations were reported in response to a flash from the visual cortex of humans (Chatrian et al., 1960) and alert monkeys (Hughes, 1964) . However, many of the recent studies on synchronization in the visual cortex of cats and monkeys relied solely on the quantification of multiunit activity (MUA) (Kreiter & Singer, 1996; Kruse & Eckhorn, 1996; Livingstone, 1996; Castelo-Branco et al., 1998; Herculano-Houzel et al., 1999) , even though a close correspondence between episodes of oscillatory activity in the LFPs and in the multiunit activity recorded from the same electrode is sometimes mentioned Engel et al., 1990; Kruse & Eckhorn, 1996; Livingstone, 1996) . Gamma oscillations in intracortical LFPs in response to a visual stimulus have already been observed and analyzed (Freeman & Van Dijk, 1987; Juergens et al., 1999) ; however, much remains to be learned of their detailed time and frequency contents, as well as of their spatial organization. In addition, it is often difficult to relate these findings at the level of the groups of neurons within one or two cortical areas to those obtained at the scalp level in humans (for review, , likely reflecting a larger scale synchronization.
In this study, we attempt to bridge the gap between scalp and multiunit recordings by choosing an intermediate level of study, that of the electrocorticogram (ECoG) recorded over one or two cortical areas of the monkey. We recorded the activity from a multielectrode array placed over the cortical surface of V1 and V4 (electrocorticogram, ECoG) , in the anesthetized monkey. This level of recordings provides an estimate of the coordinated activity in larger neural populations than intracortical LFPs. Also, ECoG topographical mapping provides a direct view of the cortical extent of both visual evoked potentials (VEPs) and gamma oscillations. To characterize gamma oscillations in the temporal and frequency domain, we applied a wavelet-based decomposition method that also allowed us to quantify the number, duration, and frequency of bursts of gamma activity, and to get an estimate of trial-to-trial fluctuations. The results show that both gamma activity and VEPs share the same retinotopic organization as predicted by the results of single-unit mapping studies. On the other hand, gamma activity and VEPs largely differ in the temporal domain. This suggests that although both are generated by cortical neurons located below the recording electrodes, they originate in different neuronal populations.
Material and methods

Subjects, surgical procedure, and recordings
Under general anesthesia, two young adult female Cynomolgus monkeys (3.4 and 3.0 kg) were implanted subdurally with an array of 28 (monkey #1) or 31 (monkey #2) electrodes, positioned over the right operculum to cover the 5 central degrees of V1. The patch of artificial dura containing the electrodes (see below) was positioned on the cortical surface and below the dura over its entire extent. The dura mater was sewn back and regrew over the electrode array.
For recording, the animals were anesthetized and paralyzed according to methods described previously (Nowak et al., 1999; Hupé et al., 2001) . Anesthesia was induced by ketamin (Imalgene, (15) (16) (17) and maintained by ventilation with a gas mixture of N 2 O (70%) and O 2 (30%) supplemented with a continuous intravenous suffentanil (0.5-4 mg0kg0h) perfusion. Recordings started at least 4 h after anesthesia induction. The position of the fovea was recorded using a reversible indirect ophthalmoscope and projected onto the CRT monitor on which the stimuli were presented.
Recording was performed in one session for monkey #1, which was sacrificed at the end of the recording session. Two recording sessions were performed for monkey #2; in the first the retinotopic organization of the gamma activity was studied, and in the second we investigated the dependence of the response on the duration of the stimulus presentation.
The animals were sacrificed by an overdose of barbiturates and perfused transcardially with a 4% paraformaldehyde solution following a rinse with normal saline. The position of the recording array with respect to morphological landmarks (sulci) was recorded and photographed. The aspect of the cortex below the array was normal.
The array consisted of a sheet of artificial dura matter (Neuropatch, Braun, SA), in which stainless-steel wires (diameter 100 mm, H-formvar coated, California Fine Wire Company), uninsulated over 100 mm, were inserted with a regular spacing of 3 mm. The electrode impedance was of 44 kV on average (standard deviation ϭ 11.1, range 25-77 kV). No reliable correlation between signal amplitude and electrode impedance could be observed. In monkey #1, the array consisted of three rows of eight electrodes and one row of four; in monkey #2, the array consisted of three rows of nine electrodes and one row of four (see Fig. 1A ).
The reference electrode (same stainless-steel wire, uninsulated over 1 mm) was inserted epidurally at a frontal site, contralateral to the array. The ECoG was continuously recorded at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz (bandwidth: monkey #1, 1-200 Hz, monkey #2, 0.15-200 Hz).
Visual stimulation
Visual stimuli were presented on a video monitor (refresh rate 120 Hz) and viewed monocularly (left eye) at a distance of 114 cm. Unless otherwise noted, stimuli were white rectangles (luminance: monkey #1, 58.3 cd0m 2 ; monkey #2, 130 cd0m 2 ) presented on a gray background (luminance: monkey #1, 4.35 cd0m 2 ; monkey #2, 1.8 cd0m 2 ). The interstimulus interval was randomized between 1500 and 2500 ms. Stimulus onset was locked to the video monitor vertical retrace.
One set of data was obtained using three different durations (500, 2000, or 3000 ms) at one stimulus location [monkey#1: 1-deg wide square flashed at coordinates (Ϫ1 deg, 0 deg); monkey #2: 0.8 deg wide square at coordinates (Ϫ1.4 deg, Ϫ1.4 deg)]. About 90 stimuli per duration were delivered to monkey #1 and 190 to monkey #2. In an attempt to avoid habituation effects, a square flashed at another location was randomly intermixed with these stimuli (probability of appearance 0.2), and was not included in the analysis. 
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Another set of stimuli was designed for retinotopic mapping. White rectangles were flashed for 500 ms on a gray background at various positions covering the 4 lower left degrees of the visual field. Stimuli positions and sizes are illustrated in Fig. 4C for both monkeys. About 220 stimuli per location were delivered to monkey #1 and 150 to monkey #2.
In monkey #2, an additional experiment was run to test the effect of stimulus color and luminance. Red, green, or yellow stimuli were flashed at coordinates (Ϫ1.4 deg, Ϫ1.4 deg) and were 0.8 deg wide, at luminances varying from 3 cd0m 2 to 102.5 cd0m 2 against a gray background (1.8 cd0m 2 ).
Data analysis
Time-frequency analysis
The method used here (described in detail in Bertrand et al., 1999 ) is a wavelet-based decomposition of the signal, applied between 16 and 130 Hz by 2-Hz steps. It provides the time-varying power of the signal in each frequency band. In short, when this transform is applied on each single trial, both induced (i.e. not phase locked to stimulus onset) and evoked (phase locked to stimulus onset) activities can be characterized in time (x axis) and frequency ( y axis). When this transform is applied to the averaged evoked potential, only evoked, stimulus-locked activities show up. The plots presented are always baseline corrected: in each frequency band, the mean power level between Ϫ400 and Ϫ50 ms is subtracted from the data, thus showing increases (color-coded in yellow) and decreases (in red) in power.
Topographical mapping
The cortical distribution of the evoked response as well as of the spectral power in selected frequency bands were mapped over the electrode array by means of spline interpolation (Perrin et al., 1987) . This mapping method provides a good estimate of the power extremum between the electrodes.
Burst detection and characteristics
Burst detection was performed in a frequency band chosen according to the time-frequency plot averaged across single trials (monkey #1, 26-56 Hz; monkey #2, 36-76 Hz). For each single trial, the time-varying power was first averaged in this frequency band. A threshold value was set at two standard deviations above the mean power prior to stimulus onset (Ϫ400 to Ϫ50 ms). A burst was defined as any ensemble of successive samples above this threshold. Three parameters were quantified: burst duration (burst onset and offset were considered to be the first and last sample above threshold, respectively), burst mean power (without baseline correction), and burst frequency (frequency of the maximum power detected in the power averaged across burst duration, without baseline correction). Short bursts (duration Ͻ 30 ms) were not considered as oscillatory and hence were not included in the analysis. Bursts whose frequency was at the lower or upper limit of the frequency range analyzed could correspond to activity outside the selected frequency band. Such bursts were thus discarded. 17.6% (monkey #1) or 28.3% (monkey #2) of the total number of detected bursts were rejected using these criteria on duration and frequency.
Results
Existence of gamma oscillations induced by flashed stimuli
Prominent oscillations in the gamma range could be observed in the recordings. This can be seen in Fig. 1B that presents the power density of the responses in different frequency bands as a function of time after stimulus onset. These time-frequency (TF) plots are obtained by averaging the power across single trials and thus represent both stimulus phase-locked and not stimulus-locked responses. On the contrary, only stimulus phase-locked activities show up in the averaged VEPs ( Fig. 1C ) and their TF representation (Fig. 1D) .
The response begun with a transient high-frequency activity, starting at about 50 ms and reaching its maximum at about 90 ms (Fig. 1B) . It was followed by a plateau of gamma oscillations, centered between 40 and 65 Hz in monkey #1 and between 40 and 90 Hz in monkey #2, and lasting until the end of the stimulus (Fig. 1B) . These large oscillations were often observed in individual traces (Fig. 2D) . At stimulus offset, a transient high-frequency response could be seen again in monkey #2 (at 600 ms on Fig. 1B ). Both the ON and OFF transient high-frequency responses could be seen in the TF plots of the stimulus-locked averaged evoked potential ( Fig. 1D) , which indicate that they were phase locked to stimulus onset. On the opposite, the plateau of gamma oscillations in Fig. 1B completely disappeared in the TF plot of the average evoked potential ( Fig. 1D ): oscillations are reliably induced by the stimulus, but they are not tightly time locked to stimulus onset.
The evoked potential ( Fig. 1C ) consisted of a small initial positive peak at about 40 ms (P40). The P40 could not be reliably identified in all stimulus conditions. It was followed by a sharp, large-amplitude negative wave peaking at about 70 ms (N70). Both these peaks were likely to contribute to the transient ON and OFF high-frequency responses.
The topography of the transient high-frequency response, of the sustained gamma oscillations and of the P40 and N70 components of the evoked potentials, were focal, and highly similar at any given stimulus position (Fig. 1E ). During the plateau of gamma (N70) is fairly phase locked to stimulus onset (gray vertical line), whereas the following gamma oscillations show a jitter in phase from one trial to the other (dashed gray vertical lines). Gray horizontal bars mark the presence of a burst according to our burst detection criteria. It should be noted that the peak-to-peak amplitude of gamma oscillations and of the early evoked response are similar.
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Cortical mapping of gamma oscillations 531 oscillations, the topography remained stable from 200 ms to 500 ms.
Burst characteristics
In both monkeys, the variations of gamma oscillations with increasing stimulus duration (500, 2000, or 3000 ms) were investigated at one stimulus location. Sustained oscillations lasting until the end of the stimulus could be seen. This is observed in the TF plots corresponding to the 3000-ms stimulus ( Fig. 2A) as well as in the plots of gamma power for the different stimulus durations (Fig. 2B) . Note that the evoked potentials, contrary to gamma power, tend to be limited to the first 500 ms (Fig. 2C ). The power of these oscillations decreased in time. To determine whether this effect was due to a reduced number of bursts per time window, to a decreased power of oscillations, or to a combination of both, bursts were quantified in each single trial in response to the 3000-ms stimulus, in the 26-56 Hz range in monkey #1 and in the 36-76 Hz range in monkey #2. Only bursts that were oscillatory (duration Ͼ 30 ms) and whose frequency fell within the frequency range analyzed were included in the analysis. Fig. 2D presents examples of single traces with the duration of the bursts as calculated by the algorithm. Surprisingly, the gamma oscillations were as large in amplitude as the early evoked response. Bursts were analyzed according to their onset latency, and their duration, mean power, and frequency were measured (Fig. 3 , Table 1 ). The mean burst duration was 254 ms in monkey #1 and 88 ms in monkey #2. However, bursts appearing in the first 500 ms following stimulus onset were the longest. Burst duration decreased significantly in time in both monkeys (Kruskal-Wallis test, P Ͻ 0.0001). The mean power also decreased in time in both monkeys (Kruskal-Wallis test, P Ͻ 0.0001). Burst frequency was Fig. 3 . Variations of the duration, power, and number of bursts, according to burst onset latency, in the two monkeys, in response to a stimulus of 3 s (see also Table 1 ). Burst power and duration were larger at the beginning of the response in both monkeys. The number of bursts was stable over time in monkey #1 and decreased in monkey #2. a Bursts were evaluated in the 26-56 Hz range (monkey #1) and 36-76 Hz range (monkey #2), depending on the burst onset latency. Stimulus duration: 3000 ms. In both monkeys, burst duration and mean power were higher for bursts occurring shortly after stimulus onset (Kruskall-Wallis test, P Ͻ 0.0001).
In addition, in monkey #2, the oscillation frequency was significantly higher at the beginning of the response.
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G. Rols et al. stable at 40 Hz in monkey #1, whereas it shifted from 55 Hz at the beginning of the response to 49 Hz at the end in monkey #2. The number of bursts detected remained stable over time in monkey #1 (115 in the first 500 ms, 122 in the last, for 87 stimulus presentations), whereas it was nearly divided by two in monkey #2 (404 bursts in the first 500 ms, 217 in the last, for 181 stimulus presentations).
The decrease with time of gamma power observed in average TF plots (Fig. 2) thus reflects a decrease of both burst power and burst duration, in both monkeys (Fig. 3) . In addition, the number of bursts also decreased in monkey #2. In other words, in a single response to a 3-s stimulus, one to two bursts are observed on average in the first 500 ms following stimulus onset. In subsequent phases of the response, bursts are still occurring, but show a progressively smaller amplitude and duration.
Retinotopic mapping
To study the retinotopic organization of the sustained gamma oscillations, we plotted the topographical distribution over V1 of the power averaged between 30 and 70 Hz and 200 and 500 ms (Fig. 4A) . In both monkeys, the induced gamma oscillations did follow the known retinotopic organization of V1 (Fig. 4C) .
The latency of the evoked N70 maximum across electrodes was measured for each stimulus position (monkey #1, mean 64.4 ms, standard error of the mean (S.E.M.) 2.3; monkey #2 75.2 ms, S.E.M. 4.7), and the evoked potential was mapped at this latency (Fig. 4B) . The topographical distribution of the evoked potentials over V1 remained stable at longer latencies. The very first peak of the evoked response (P40) could not be reliably identified for each stimulus location. However, whenever it appeared, it peaked at the same position as the N70 (illustrated in Fig. 1E ). The retinotopy of the N70 and of the induced gamma oscillations were highly similar (compare Figs. 4A and 4B ). The largest shift that could be observed between evoked potential and gamma oscillation topographies was of one electrode (3 mm), in response to stimulus s7 in monkey #1 (Figs. 4A and 4B) .
No effect of stimulus eccentricity was observed on the amplitude of the N70 component or on the power of gamma oscillations. The frequency of the maximum of the power averaged between 200 and 500 ms was measured for each stimulus location. The mean frequency across stimuli was 50.6 Hz (S.E.M. 6 2.13) in monkey #1 and 41.6 (6 1.49) in monkey #2. It was not affected by stimulus eccentricity.
Existence and retinotopy of a gamma response over V4 (monkey #2)
In monkey #2, the electrode array covered part of area V4 on the prelunate gyrus, between the lunate sulcus, the superior temporal sulcus, and the infero-occipital sulcus (Fig. 4C) . Gamma oscillations not phase locked to stimulus onset could be reliably recorded over V4 on the prelunate gyrus with a focal topography (Figs. 5A and 5C). The power of these oscillations was about four times smaller than over V1, and their frequency seemed more variable in V4 than in V1 (see in particular session #2 in Fig. 5A ).
The latency onset of these oscillations was longer in V4 than in V1. The latency of the first peak in the 46-90 Hz range, as well as its latency at half-height, were measured for each stimulus position, both over V1 and V4 (Table 2 ). This high-frequency band was chosen to avoid any contamination of the measure by components of the evoked potentials spreading in the 20-to 30-Hz range shortly after stimulus onset. Oscillations in V4 appear about 40 ms later than in V1. The delay between the two areas was similar at any stimulus eccentricity.
The evoked potential over V4 was characterized by a positive wave peaking around 100 ms (Fig. 5B ). The mean difference in latency of the first evoked peak in V1 and V4 was 25.2 ms (Table 2) , and it was not noticeably affected by stimulus eccentricity.
The topographical mapping of the evoked potentials and gamma oscillations over V4 showed that, as in V1, the largest spatial shift between the two measures was of one electrode (Fig. 5C ). The topographical distribution of both the evoked potentials and gamma oscillations over V4 varied similarly according to stimulus location (Fig. 5D) .
We analyzed the density and duration of the burst over V4 as we did in V1 (stimulus duration 3 s). The mean burst duration was 61.7 (61.4) ms, slightly shorter than in V1 (88.3 6 1.7 ms). The frequency of the oscillations was lower than in V1 (46.5 6 0.3 Hz in V4 vs. 51.8 6 1.8 Hz in V1). The power of the bursts (3732 6 33 mV 2 ) was similar to that observed in V1. However, the number of bursts was smaller in V4 (from 108 in the first 500 ms to 120 in the last 500 ms) than in V1 (404 to 127, for 181 stimulus presentations). Burst power, frequency, duration, and number remained very stable in time in V4, whereas all these parameters decreased in V1.
Effect of stimulus color and luminance
The responses to green, red, or yellow squares of various luminances were measured over both V1 and V4 in monkey #2. In the evoked potentials, the most noticeable effects of increasing luminance were (1) a shortening of the latency of the first evoked peak, both in V1 and V4 (Fig. 6A) ; and (2) more phasic-evoked responses: the evoked potentials looked sharper, with more transient variations. To quantify this phenomenon, we measured the meansquare value of the evoked potential, between 50 and 130 ms over V1 and 70 and 220 ms over V4 (Fig. 6B) . The mean-square value increased with luminance in both areas, the effect being more striking in V1. Regardless of the luminance value, the evoked potentials to red stimuli always exhibited larger amplitudes than to green or yellow ones, both in V1 and V4, a similar effect to that reported by Givre et al. (1995) in area V1. Gamma oscillations in the 46-90 Hz range behaved similarly: their power increased with luminance, and red stimuli elicited stronger power than green and yellow, in both areas (Fig. 6C) . Results in the 24-40 Hz band (not shown) displayed the same pattern, except that the preference for red stimuli in V4 was less pronounced. The same preference for red stimuli in V1 was observed in monkey #1.
Discussion
The present results demonstrate that gamma oscillatory activity can be induced by flashed stimuli over V1 in the anesthetized monkey. The latency onset of gamma oscillatory activity varies from trial to trial, but oscillations can be observed as long as the stimulus remains on the screen. The retinotopic organization of gamma activity is as precise as that of visually evoked potentials and follows that derived from multiunit mapping. On the other hand, the time courses of evoked potentials and gamma oscillation power differ greatly after stimulus onset.
Static stimulation elicits induced gamma oscillations in the ECoG
The presence of induced gamma oscillatory activity after the presentation of flashed stimuli has been reported earlier in human recordings (Muller et al., 1996; Tallon-Baudry et al., 1996 Rodriguez et al., 1999) but had been rarely observed in studies of monkey visual cortex (Freeman & Van Dijk, 1987) . Eckhorn and his colleagues concluded that flashing a stimulus would transiently abolish the occurrence of gamma oscillations elicited by moving stimuli in the cat (Kruse & Eckhorn, 1996) . In addition, most studies by the groups of Singer and Gray, whether in the cat or in the monkey, were done with moving high-contrast stimuli, usually moving bars Engel et al., 1991; Kreiter & Singer, 1996) . In keeping with a recent report (Juergens et al., 1999) showing gamma activity in response to the onset of a grating in monkeys, our results clearly demonstrate that strong gamma activity can be induced by the onset of a light square, even of low contrast (Fig. 6) . As opposed to the oscillatory reponses observed by Doty and Kimura (1963) , the oscillations described here are not phase locked to stimulus onset. The strength of the gamma oscillations we observed was all the more surprising to us because the physiological preparation and the visual stimulus were the same as those used in a recent single unit study in areas V1 and V2 in which we practically never observed oscillatory responses to moving or to flashed stimuli (Nowak et al., 1999) . Such a clear discrepancy between two studies performed in the same conditions in the same laboratory emphasizes the difficulty of drawing conclusions from studies done with single-unit recordings which rely on the ability to record spikes from isolated specific cell types that are more likely to give oscillatory responses (Gray & McCormick, 1996) . It is therefore possible that neurons giving oscillatory responses to visual stimuli are relatively frequent in the visual cortex but that they are usually undersampled. An alternative explanation is that gamma oscillations in ECoG recordings reflect the oscillatory synchronization of postsynaptic currents in a population of neurons (Creutzfeldt, 1995) , that do not necessarily exhibit individually a clear and measurable oscillatory modulation of either their firing rates (Engel et al., 1992) or their membrane potential. In addition, the standard techniques used to reveal oscillatory firing in single units (cross-correlation and autocorrelation histograms) tend to dampen the oscillatory nature of the firing because of the variability in frequency and occurrence of oscillatory firing in single units (for a full discussion of this issue, see Engel et al., 1992; Gray, 1999) .
It is likely that the oscillations we observed in ECoG recordings are coupled to neural firing. It was shown that the occurrence rate of oscillations in LFPs tends to be higher than, but in a similar range as, the rate of oscillations in MUA recordings from the same electrode, in the primary visual cortex of macaque monkey (Eckhorn et al., 1993) . In addition, recordings in several cortical areas in the anesthetized cat showed that the firing of action potentials throughout all cortical layers was in phase with the oscillations observed in the field potential at the cortical surface .
The early evoked response (N70) recorded in the ECoG reflects the nonoscillatory synchronization of postsynaptic currents in a population of neurons in V1. Indeed, it was shown that the evoked potentials recorded before 80 ms at the surface of V1 in response to a flash or a large patterned stimulus correspond to current sources and sinks located within V1 (Kraut et al., 1985; Schroeder et al., 1991 Schroeder et al., , 1998 . Since gamma oscillations and this early response have similar cortical extent and amplitude, they are likely to reflect a similar level of population synchrony. This would thus suggest that the synchronizing effect of the sensory input (eliciting the transient evoked N70 component) and the emergent properties of the network (giving rise to induced gamma oscillations) are similarly efficient to synchronize postsynaptic currents in a neural population.
Cortical mapping
Our results show that gamma oscillatory activity follows the same retinotopic organization as that demonstrated in areas V1 and V2 by multiunit mapping (Gattass et al., 1988) . It was remarkable that the retinotopic organization of gamma activity was, in some cases (Fig. 4B stimuli s2 and s3; Fig. 5C ), more precise than that of visually evoked potentials. This suggests that, contrary to VEP, our recordings of gamma oscillations were not contaminated by sources located in the sulci or at distant sites. The single peak of gamma activity for each stimulus position in monkey #2 was particularly interesting because the electrode array overlapped extensively the lunate sulcus. Since a second representation of the contralateral visual hemifield is located in area V2 in the depth of the lunate sulcus, one would have expected two peaks in gamma topography (like that of VEP in Figs. 4B and 5C) if it could be recorded at Fig. 5D . B: Topographical distribution of the first negative component of the evoked potential, same monkey and stimuli, at 64 ms. The peak location is identical in A and B, except in response to stimulus 7 for which a slight shift can be observed. C: Schematic representation of the retinotopic organization deduced from the location of maximal gamma power, in both monkeys. Isoeccentricity lines at 2, 3, and 4 deg are indicated in gray. LS: lunate sulcus; IOS: inferior occipital sulcus; and STS: superior temporal sulcus.
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FIGURE 4
Cortical mapping of gamma oscillations 535 distance. This rapid gradient of gamma activity is in keeping with recent reports and is compatible with a source model made of a circular distribution of dipoles lying parallel to the cortical surface . The magnification factor derived from our maps of gamma activity is of the order of 3 mm0deg in V1. This value is in keeping with those derived from multiunit mapping experiments (Dow et al., 1981) at similar eccentricities (between 2.2 and 4.6 mm0 deg). In area V4, the data are too limited but the magnification factor beyond the central 1 deg appears to be smaller than in V1, as reported earlier (Gattass et al., 1988) . Because of the expected changes in magnification factor, we were concerned that a regular array of stimuli such as used in monkey #2 (Fig. 4C) would give less extended and weaker foci of activity in eccentric as compared to central positions (the rationale being that in regions of higher magnification factor, the stimulus would recruit a larger amount of cortex). This is the reason why we scaled the stimulus size as a function of eccentricity in monkey #1 (Fig. 4C ). This did not make a large difference and sizeable gamma activity was recorded with a 0.8 deg square at eccentric positions (Fig. 5D) . Thus, although the strength of gamma oscillations depends on the luminance (Fig. 6C ) and size (control experiments not shown here) of the stimulus, there is no need to scale the stimulus with eccentricity to observe strong gamma activity.
Time and frequency characteristics of oscillatory bursts
Because of the high signal-to-noise ratio of ECoGs, we were able to perform, for the first time, a trial-by-trial analysis of the gamma activity in response to a visual stimulus. This showed that there is a substantial variation in power and duration from one burst to another. The important variability in burst frequency observed in monkey #2 may explain why, in autocorrelograms or crosscorrelograms of unit activity, side peaks show a rapid decrease with distance from the central peak (Kreiter & Singer, 1992) , and why, as mentioned above, autocorrelograms and cross-correlograms may fail to detect oscillatory firing in single-unit recordings.
The frequency was also different between monkeys, or between recording sessions within the same animal, even though stimuli and recording techniques and sites were identical. Differences in frequency could be due at least partly to differences in the level of anesthesia. An important implication of this variation in frequency is that analysis methods relying on the narrow filtering of LFP or ECoG signals in an arbitrary band may fail to reveal the oscillations.
As mentioned above, our results demonstrate the possibility of recording gamma oscillatory activity with flashed stimuli. It was remarkable that the gamma activity lasted for the whole duration of the stimulus presentation (Figs. 2 and 3 ) and seems more sustained than VEPs that do not last beyond 1 s after the onset of the light square. It is well known that most cortical neurons under anesthesia give transient responses and the sustained part of the response is often weak or absent. Thus, the transient nature of the VEP may be due to the increase of synaptic activity generated by the transient response of cortical neurons. The sustained character of gamma activity (see Fig. 2A ) suggests that it may originate in a specific population of cells, such as the chattering cells, that tend to discharge in an oscillatory manner when depolarized by a steady current (Gray & McCormick, 1996; Steriade et al., 1998) . Whether other cell types are involved in the generation of gamma oscillation remains to be determined. The sustained time course of gamma activity corresponds to discrete oscillatory bursts, appearing any time during stimulus presentation, and whose duration ranges from 80 ms to 500 ms, in keeping with values mentioned in other studies Kreiter & Singer, 1992) .
The latency difference between VEPs recorded in V1 and V4 is in keeping with values reported before in single-unit recordings (Maunsell, 1987; Nowak & Bullier, 1997; Schmolesky et al., 1998) . For gamma activity, the latency difference is longer, in keeping with our earlier conclusion that gamma activity and VEP may reflect the responses of different populations of neurons, different networks, or different firing modes than those giving rise to VEPs.
Electrocorticogram: An intermediate level of recordings
An emerging signal in ECoG recordings corresponds to postsynaptic currents in a local population of neurons (Creutzfeldt, 1995) . In principle, increases in gamma-band activity in ECoG recordings could result from independent oscillations in a large number of unsynchronized units. Since oscillations in LFPs were found to be reliable indicators of neural firing synchrony (Eckhorn et al., 1993) , we feel this to be highly unlikely. Our mapping approach of large cortical regions allows us to estimate the spatial extent of synchronized populations, and to easily disclose multiple foci of gamma activity. In addition, their respective time course can be measured and compared, with a time resolution of a few tens of milliseconds.
There is a discrepancy between the large gamma oscillations observed locally in ECoG recordings and the difficulty of detect- Fig. 5 . Existence and retinotopy of sustained gamma oscillations over V4 (monkey #2). A: Top row: time-frequency plots over V1 (at the electrode marked in C in red). Bottom row: TF plots over V4 (at the electrode marked in C in green). Two different sessions of recordings are presented (left and right (OK)). In session #1 the anesthesia was deep and the stimulus a white square; in session #2 the anesthesia was lighter (even though maintained at a reasonably deep level) and the stimulus a yellow square (same position and size). The energy of the signal is confined to a narrower frequency band in session #2 than in session #1, suggesting that a deeper anesthesia may induce more variability in the oscillation frequency. White-lined rectangles on the TF plots define the latency and frequency limits of the mean power mapped in C. B: Evoked potentials and time course of the mean power in the 24-40 Hz and 46-90 Hz bands over V1 and V4, in the two recording sessions. C: Topographical maps of the shaded area, covering part of V4, in the two recording sessions: averaged evoked potentials in the 100-110 ms range (left column), energy averaged between 200 and 500 ms, in the 24-40 Hz band (middle) and in the 46-90 Hz band (right) . No difference in the topographical distribution is observed between frequency bands nor between recording sessions. Evoked potentials could be slightly shifted, compared to gamma oscillations, but the shift was always below 3 mm (spatial sampling of the array). D: Session #1, topographical maps of the energy averaged between 200 and 500 ms, 30 and 70 Hz, at three different stimulus positions (top), showing the respective position and amplitude of the response over V1 and V4, and summary of the topographical variations of gamma oscillations over both V1 and V4 (bottom) . Squares surrounded by a thick black frame mark stimulus positions eliciting gamma oscillations over V4.
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FIGURE 5
Cortical mapping of gamma oscillations 537 ing oscillatory spike synchronization in single-unit recordings.
Even though the oscillatory fluctuations we observe in ECoG closely resemble those of membrane potential reported in intracellular studies (Creutzfeldt et al., 1974; Llinas, 1988; Douglas et al., 1991; Jagadeesh et al., 1992; Whittington et al., 1995; Gray & McCormick, 1996) , it remains unclear how the compound oscillatory activity detected at the population level in ECoG is related to the time structure of the spike discharge of both individual cells and groups of neurons.
ECoG data can also be tentatively linked to scalp EEG, an even more compound signal. In human scalp recordings, the induced gamma oscillations obtained in response to flashed stimuli appear later (200 to 300 ms), do not last more than 100 ms, and end before stimulus offset (Tallon-Baudry et al., 1996 Gruber et al., 1999; Rodriguez et al., 1999) . This stands in contrast with the sustained time course of gamma oscillations observed here in V1 and V4. One possible explanation is that anesthesia prolongs the time course of gamma oscillations. The transient characteristics of 
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G. Rols et al. scalp gamma activity could also be due to the transient synchrony between multiple foci of gamma activity, having their own time course. In this view, ECoG-recorded gamma activity would correspond to the oscillatory synchronization of a local population within one area, whereas the emergence of gamma oscillations at the scalp level would capture only those probably shorter time periods when multiple foci of gamma activity, distributed over different areas, get synchronized. Scalp-recorded gamma activity may thus reflect oscillatory synchrony over much larger neural populations. This cortical mapping approach thus provides direct insights into the population dynamics of several brain areas. In addition, this intermediate level of recording could help to bridge the gap between unit activity in animals and scalp electroencephalogram in humans.
